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INTRODUCTION 
The intensive study of cardiovasculab sounds is an attempt to 
develope a new means through which man can better understand the 
cardiovascular system. It is the hope that the character of such 
sounds reflect some of the qualities of their generator , that is, 
its structure and more important its function, within the intact 
and relatively undisturbed living being . If, indeed, cardiovascular 
sound can tell us these thing s then p r aps we can improve our 
diagnostic acumen in cardiovascular disease . Lesions and malfunctions 
that are now classified in a relatively gross manner may become 
more individualized in that slight qualitative and quantitative 
differences may be determined. Who knows what such understanding 
might on the one hand lead to more accurate forecasti ng of prognosis 
while on the other suggest more effective measures to control 
cardiovascular disease? 
The history of knowledge concerning cardiovascular sound may 
well be founded on the inherent curiosity posse~sed by many men 
to discover what might be responsible for these sounds and the 
necessity to gain more effective treatment · for ca~diovascular 
' 
disease. 
" ••••• with each movement of t he heart, when there 
is the delivery of a quantity of blood from the veins 
to the arteries, a pulse takes place and can be heard 
within the chest." 
De Motu Cordis (~628) William Harve y (II} 
A little over three hundred years ago
1
Harve y recorded this 
,, 
discovery. It seems, that there may well be no previous direct 
reference to cardiovascular sounds before H~rvey. This is ex-
tremely interesting for surely the ancients heard the grossly 
audible murmurs of calcific aortic stenosis and retrovertdd aortic 
cusp. Perhaps they interpreted these as the loud cries of t he 
vil sp~rit who were thought to inhabit the body of th patient 
thus causing his illness {I3, 2I). 
The next t wo hundred years was a p iod of great effort to 
correlate cardiovascular sound particularly mur murs with the 
pathological changes seen at post mortem. Because the pioneers 
had to rely on direct ausculkat ion (placing the obse rver~ ear 
directly on the chest--- a proceedure not always socially ac-
ceptable particul arly in the case of young femal patients) 
they were seriously hampered in their work. Though they made a 
great deal of progress , it was not until Laennec discover d the 
stethescope (I8I6) that they could ha e access to much of the 
great spectrum of audible cardiovascular sounds. This progress 
was d scribed and summarized by Allen Burns (I78I-I8I3), the 
author of the first textbook of cardiology in the Engl!sh 
l anguage . such nam s as Bouillar , Corrigan , Hamman, Korotkoff , 
Austin Flint, Roger and literally a hundred more make their 
appearances and discoveries during this period ( 2I) . 
Th most recent steps in the his t ory of cardiovascular 
murmurs have been the application to medicin of principles 
that ar being discovered in other fields of science, namely 
physics , chemistry and the notion of dynamics. This era was 
perhaps initiated when Rouanet proposed in .I844 that the formation 
of eddies, vortices or turbulence were responsible for murmurs. 
A few years before Felix Savart, a physicist , constructed in 
Paris several experiments which produc d sound in a fluid medium • 
But , it was Osborne Reynolds who , in the waning years of the 
nineteenth centur y , initiated the new era of precision that is 
to be the twentiety century's contribution to the study of 
(a 
cardiovascular sound.This he began through ext naive analysis of 
turbulence an cav tation in fluid streams (21}. 
Sound may b efined as a disturbance nduced in an elastic 
compressible medium by a vibr ating object and transmitted through 
that medium ( 6). The dynamic intar~-ction between those structures 
that make up t he cardiovascular system an the blood flowing 
~hrough them freq ently leads to t he ge~eration of murmurs (22). 
Iere some portion of t.e energy of flow s conv rted to acoust ical 
en rgy ( 30). 
If this s so , it might at first seem to be a relat vely 
s mple rna t r to nves t igate and der ve mechan isms for cardio-
vasc Jlar murmur•s. Hot ever, on f urther analyses the nroblem becomes 
enormously va and complex. Th oret cally the character of the 
s ound generat ed reflects the physical nature of the nerator, 
providing that the forces activating the generator and the sound 
transm t tlng med a B e uniform (pulsile flow that s per odi. c 
can be cons dared a uniform condition in t his s ) and constant. 
Unfortunately theso factors are n ither cbnstantly un form from 
time to time withib any given individual or fr m ind 1 ual to 
individual. Even the normal conf gurations of the generator 
its~lf vari s b t-1een indivi ductls. Blood flow may change it's 
properties w th alterat ons in the charact r of t he stro: 
volum and the heart rate. These in turr depend on highly variable 
neurological and hydrod~~amic factors , for example , vagal stimulation 
and on the other hand increased q nous return. The thorax i far 
from an ideal transmitter . It poses a barrier of materials dif-
fer ng widely in density and amount, from gases in the lungs to 
the solid crystals contained in bone, all of which serve to 
distort t he sound waves both in quality and quantity (I3,I8 , 2I) . 
(3 
Furthermore , t h chest gives rise to many adventitious sounds, 
for exru~ple , brea~~ sounds, friction rubs and souna s secondary 
to nusc l e action (IJ). The s lectivity and tl1e sensitivity of 
the instruments and the techniques of their usage are important . 
The sp~ctrophonocardiograph is tl1e most idoal instrument avail-
able at this time particularly with resp ct to selectivity (2I) . 
It isolates Rn records all the parameters of sound aves much 
( • 
lik the astromom rs spectroscop analyses light nraveling from 
distant ?tars. Since adventitious sounds s ldom have the froquency 
pattern or r currence rate of cardiova9cu_ar sounds, this technique 
r adily diff rentiates tho t\ro (2I). ~e placemeot of sound trans-
ducers directly on the generating str ctures in the region of 
the heart and great vessels would serve to overcome much of the 
distortion produced by the other chest structures . But , this is 
not feasable i n routine clinical work. Esophageal transducers 
are perhaps the bess approximation. Cardiac cathet rization is 
still frought with imperfections but may with refinements become 
very useful. Another highly important proble is th correlation 
of data darived from the spectrophonoc~rdiographic records with 
pathological lesions found at autopsy. Here the dynamic factors , 
all too important in generat. on, are absent (I3) . Thus cor-
r l ations rnttst be made with pressure recordin s , flow rates 
and the like dete r in~d during l i e by other indirect techniques 
such as cardiac catheterization . 
Th biophysics of murmurs can be diecusse~ by considering 
each of the three components in the definition of sound separately: 
First , tho nat re of the disturbance its l f; second , the essentials 
of the generator mechanism; lastly, the qualities of the trans- , 
mitting medium . This division i s a r tifi cial and an overs implifi cation 
(4 
il1 that these three factors are portions of' a dynamic interdependent 
whol6 . B cause of the vast scope of this problem emphasis has 
been placed on the generation aspect . 
CHARACTERIZATION OF THE DISTURBANCE 
The term wave motion iq used to define a phenomenon wherein 
a condition of matter moves steadily along in some direction with-
out any corresponding steady motion of any particl of the matter 
itself. There a e three forms taken by such waves: transverse 
waves in which the motion tales place perpendicular to the dir-
ection of nrooagation; longitudinal waves in t-1hi ch the motion is 
in the same direction as the propar-at on and mi~tures of the.e 
two basic forms . Sound waves are of the longitudinal type and 
are character·! ed by an al termating rarif1cation and compression 
of the surrounding medium. Each successive r arification and 
compression is called a pulse . Al l t he characteristics of the 
pulse wave can be described in terms of thr e parameters. 
First, the amplitude (A) which is the maanitude of the dis-
placement of t he involved particleA frpm the neutral position . 
Second , the wave length ()J or the distano between two identical 
displacements on two successive congruent pulses . Th third 
>.. ~ ~ean n. essr"'e O Tn t~e med j u·., 
parameter is time which is considered in two characteristic"' of 
the sound pulse; namely, freouency ( :' } or the number of puls s 
occurlng per second and v locity (v) o~ the rate at \orhich the 
(5) 
pulf'e \WV propagates fprth from the sorce. The frequency has 
an intoro&t1ng re a ionship to the velocitv and the wavelength: 
f= v/).. 
Therefore an alteration in either the wEv length , el0city or 
both may be acco,pnniec by a eh£.nge ir, the fre ucrlcy . 
The quality cf any series of pulses travelirg thrcu;-h a 
g iven me6ium depends pr1Tarily on thm i ter ct1on b~tween two 
or morP pul ... t> chains (for sound is rare1 ~· corr1pcsecl cf one pure 
f!rcauenc y) and th(ir temporal (phase) rela tionships . The principle 
of superposition is at work in t~~ fprmer factor. Tbis pri ciple 
accounts fpr the fact th&t mere than c~e sound wave can traverse 
tho same space simultaneou~ly becau~e ~ach wave acts irdepend-
ently of the other. Tbus any perticle in t he path of such waves 
is diDplaced in t he direction of and to the magnitude cf the 
resultant force of e11 t hcs'9 exerte d by the various waves on 
that particle. 'lheb the frequency com?oner;ts are c ui te r andom in 
anpli t1;de ar;d wave l ength the resul te.nt overall ~o;ave form is 
called noise on the other h and when they are very regular i n 
these respects , or periodic (expressibl_ in terms of si~ple 
harmonic motion), it is titled a complex wave . Since the velocity 
of sound within a given homogen~ous elastic material is constant 
irrespective of the amplitude or wavelength two or more periodic 
sound we.ves tend to keep a constan t phase relationship . The ad-
dition of two or more wave trains of this type to form a resultant 
i s called int ·srfer.ence . When the phases are synchromous the 
vectors add positively , giving rise to constructive intreference 
and a larger displ acement than for eaca wave separately . When 
t hey ar one hundred and eighty degrees out of phase destructive 
interference occurs. Between these two extremes one may ~ave an 
(6 
infinite mumber of combinations . Any complex wave form that repeats 
,..,.-- .... ~ 
~---" . . 
fig . 2 
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itself regularly can be shown t o 
•• • • D"'"::Sm Ft;TIVE 
e composed of some eombination 
of superinposed waves having frequencies in the ratio of I:I/2: 
I/J •••••• I/n (Fourier's Theorem). Because of this we can theore-
tically break down any complex wave into its components, namely 
the fundam~ntal and its harmonics, or waves of fractional wave-
length. Time plays other roles outsi~e of it's importance in phase 
relationships mentioned above for complex wave s . The various wave 
components may change in frequency or amplitude over the course 
of time, even. stop with pr without resumption for varying 
lengths of time. Furtherm~re, the whole sound sequence may have 
varying durations and or periods of interrupcion. 
Sound waves, lik~ transverse waTes, function to transport 
energy. This is accomplished by transferring energy fro one 
particle to another through impact and such a subject is best 
described under transmission. Suffic it to say that, the total 
energy contained in such a wave is the sum of the potential 
energy and tQe kinetic energy of the indlvidu~l particles at 
any given mdment. The total energy remains comstant because the 
potential energy and the kinetic energy vary inversely with one 
another as shown in figure 3 below. When the displacement is 
maximal the particle ceases to be moving, therefore it has no 
kinetic energy but has a high potential energy and vi ce versa. 
This relationship is a manifest tion of the law of conservation 
of ener gy. Since sound waves usually move out in flat or curved 
planes, the wave front has an energy that is proportional to the 
sum of the kinetic and potential energies of all the . particles 
i a a given plane, to the area of this plane or the amplitude 
(7) 
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squared. Occasion all ~·· it is advantageous to refer to th~ amount 
of energy in a certain segment of the wave front instead of the 
whole front. This is accomplished t hrough the notion of density 
or the concentration of energy ithin a given area (A), at any 
pesition along the wave front. A mor frequently used concept is 
t hat of sound power or intensity (I). This is defined as the rate 
at which a unit concentration (C) of nergy passes a given point 
(6,I7,2I and 29). 
PE ... KE ~ c 
A I= C 
Cardiovascular murmnrs are highly ccnplicated sound \aves 
whicr1 conform to tho parameters and principles rr~ntioned above . 
1ost murmurs are classitliod as boing noiso . That is , a relatively 
random and larg e group of frequen cies. But , a fe w pos sess a 
considerable amount of harmonic motion like that found in 
musical i n struments and are thel~efore c lled musical :murmurs (2I). 
Having point d out t h e many ch racteris tics of sound w·aves 
and the way they may combin t o form patterns of infini te comp-
laxity, it becomes ovid nt that some means is necessary to sort 
out the various conponents. Fortun tely such an analysis is possible 
with the ppectrophonocardiograph. This machine takes advantage of 
the fact that sound needs to be broken down into only thre e par-
arneters which are recorde d as illustrated below f ig. 4) . This 
proceedure , called spe c:tral analysis , is a process wherein the 
the energy dist ribution of tne so und waves are m asured as a 
function of frequency arJd time ( 7) . A highly sensitive and variable 
filter system within the machi e selectively sort s out and records 
narrow freauency bands. The nsity o the shadow on the recording 
is proport onal to the intensity at that f~equency . Butterworthmd 
his colL~gues have found that the frequ ncy sp ctrum of pre -
cordially recorded cardiovascular som1d covers t h e area given in 
fi ure 5 below. 'l"'he sound spectrutl! is usually b tween ei r.;ht a11d 
on thousand cycles per second, almost ne~er reater then t~1 
thousand (7,2a),. Furtherme.D , it can b~ seen from t he diagram 
that th audibility range is small . T~us the honocardio aam is 
a useful aid if only because of its sbjl ty to gain ace ss to 
these subaudible ranges . 'lhe most dominant frequencies, ~ose con 
taining t he most energy, are usually within s xty to one hundred 
for the normal heart sounds, eighty to one hundred and twenty for 
systolic murmurs, forty to one hundred for the diastolic murmur 
of mitral stenoaid and one hundred to two huhdred for the 
diastol i c murmurs of aortic ar pulmonary ~nsufficie:ncy (I6 , 23) . 
CRA~AC'T'ERIZATTON OF THE .TE:NERATOR 
The nee .s~ary r nir .mentct fnr s un ~re a dyn~mic in er-
a.ction bet' An e.n oscills.tin;': body anrl s • urr unr'line elastic 
comprA. sib mPdium rodu0ing a series of rar1f catio~s arld 
compressions (longitudin 1 wavAs) withln the latter. T 
character of th se waves depends on th o illat n ~ body and on 
that of the su ro ndin > m•' dium. The mov m nt of thL bod '1 
be regul r {per odic) 0~ os ess varyin~ d res of irreg1larity . 
Th form r concl1 tlon 1 s all d simple harmonic motion and is 
1 llus re ed hy a v brRting rod d <> raroed below. Under t)lj.e se 
( 9} 
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From Butterworth (2a. 
clrcumstrulces th frequency of vioration is equal to that of the 
r sultant pure wave form and is directly proportional to the 
square root _of. vho stiffness 'k) and inversly proporti onal to the 
•, I 
,.-· ,, 
I I 
,I 
,, 
Jl 
I 
fl r · c; . 6 
square root of the mass (m) of the vib 
rator . 'I'he stiffness or corr.pliance for 
r- I/2 ;T, 
such a body is constant within the 
elastic l imit because there is a linear 
relationshi p be tween hhe stress force 
{F) applied and t he strain (x) sustained 
by the rod . In othe r words t he conditions 
of Hook ' s Law (F -kx ) are applicable . The minus sign signifies 
that t he force is always directed opposite to the displac ment 
thus tending to restore the rod to its neutral position. Knowing , 
on the other hand, the amplitud of the systerr. , the stiffneS.s for 
any g i ven applied fprce could be cal cul ated for: 
k F/x 
When bodi vibrate irregularly they wil l produce complex 
waves, if the patt~rn of irregularity is repeated in a periodic 
fashion . On the other hand the pattern maJ have varyine degrees 
of irregularity in its r petition as well , and therefore , 
tend more and ~~re towards r d mness and noise production . The 
surrounding medimn has two important influences on the . eneration 
of longitudinal waves . First , it determines their vel~city of 
propagation which is directly proportional to the square root of 
the elasticity (E) of t h e m dium (d fined by tn bulk modulus , a 
form of Hook's Law) and inversly proportional to the square root 
of the density yo ) of the medium . ~~is is understandable sine 
the denser and less elastic the m dium is the greater is the 
resistance offered by the particles t o motion . Secondly , the 
v = ~13/p 
r t n of the •;av train 
bec8uce ~t cond cts t~ r.' .r;~T O'.lt of the syst~m. hen t 1 't n.vo 
tra~n is cont n ous, s ff ciont enerJy is co s antly b ing a dod 
to balance that b in~ los fro~ t e syst·~ tbro ~h transm S3ion . 
H mvever , if this auilibrium b dc,l""es ups~- either by docreas ng 
or sto Jping the ener~ input , then th~ w~vo train will darni~ish 
in amp itude and eve tually dissappear. The rate of thi dis-
anpea~an c e is directly proportional t both tb . t tal n rgy in 
the s;rstem a t t::te tim of imbalance and the rate of transm ssion 
of ene~sy awQy fro~ tho generator. This effect is call d ampening . 
/ / P' . 7 
...., "'rnir py M11 ' rs 'I /"'I . 
The t-ra ve l e:lr:th is a fun cti on of both t'le oscill a t ing body 
and th surrounding medium . The for ne r d terrr·ines t he frco uency 
and t ! O latter the • loci ty of the "Ound ''nvc on w ich the wave -
c~o~dn ( 6, I7,2I an 29). (\..= f /v 
ossi _err haris s for the £~veration 
of cnrdiovGSC' ar rn1rm s ther ar . crt i n baGic core pts as well 
a~ i~a1 id al thecri s 1hic can b con s ~dered. hasic conce pts 
w1l l be consjdAr d first. 
Fol'emoG'b is the . rj_rcipl~ tbnt the rno 'inr:: stroom f h _o d 
:tn t .rae s l-ri th t e co tai rinr -ralls tl"'l d ~h ir configurations to 
produce vibrations ith r rtthi the fluid i t self H t .:tn 
the wall. and rel ted structures lih ch _n tur ~ cn . rat long itudinal 
't·raves (2I). There is B trarsfor~.ation of ener0 J in this n OCA "'g• 
Some cf t _ encre~ of flotr ·l:: con v r-ted into •ibratory en r ey . If 
the vibration of the ~any partie 3 of fluid in volved is n t 
random than their encrg. vectors wi l l not ·nc tly balanr.e and 
( T' \ _, 
some net vibratory energy will be free to produce longitudinal 
waves possessin0 acoustic ener gy . The less the randomness the more 
the energy available within these waves . 
urmurs that have previously been classitlied as intracardiac 
vs extracerdiac and then as either organic, functional or hemic 
can potentially be classi~ied more precisely with respect to 
origin, even more precisely than the region of initiation (ie. 
valve areas etc . ). McDonald sugg st& that murmur•s can be con-
sidered as being generated within the fluid itself, within the 
solid structure and resonance in a so id structure secondary to 
sound gGne.:t"ated within tha fluid ltself (20). 
A good ,~eory must be able to simulate the functional and 
structural conditions foQnd in the boay and therefore result in 
sound with much the same character as uhat foU!ld in vivo. 
There ar ~! many problems to thl • First, it is likely that more 
than one mechanism is generatio~ sound at any given lesion in 
the cardiovascular system. Furthermare, most of the theories 
have n t o en ~eriv d from in vivo studies and th xperimental 
conditions usually diff r in everal ways from those found in 
life. The fact that blood certains rae: and white cells and prot in 
is important in d termining the viscosity and density of that fluid. 
The blood vessel walls aro not stra~ght , smooth and rigid; rather, 
they are curved, elastic and quite frequently 1.rregular. Blood 
flm1 is not steady, but it is pulsile. e value of many of the 
v rious ~reposed th ori s lies in the fact that thoy are at-
tempto at siftin out the various ba~ic phenomenon which mi ht in 
various combinations producB thes sounds so well known t o the 
phonocardiologist. 
(I 
(I 
The first en pA~haps t hA o ~ t of t~ sc t~eor_cs , turbulenc e 
f rraa. t c . , \H:J.s s u di E" ,x . ns : ve l 7 y ORbourlJe Reynolds ( 2 ) • 
ts di c sion A e rv~s s mea_o to con sider sene of the b asic 
pr r.ci l cs of fl id m c.anics. 
Fl'id motion s el her stea y (~aminur Ol' unsteady . 
Stea y f ou is d f~ .... _ed as a condition ui t lin a f luid where the 
el Qcit at any p~~~t is ~ way s t~ arne . Thou.g __ the velocity 
of any parti c l c of f luid may n t ncce sr.. ri l r•e:roain cans tant 
~si t mo es alorg , each success1ve p&rti cle las t_e arne vel-
ccity as i t pass 1s any partlcul a~ poin t of referenc e ~ithin t e 
fluid ( 6) . The velocity at any po n ( y ) in a 1 iform !"· i g id 
tube incr ases as t he pressure Lead -PI) or the dist n ee 
from the vessel all becomes la rg e r and decrease s as the length 
of the t be o_ v scosity of th. f u d i rcr·eas s . ':"his relation-
.pl· C" Q 
~. 
p p 
( • "'- T ( r ... _ y ~ ( I I · (I /r: 
-c ro-f. n£' 
rad i 1s e,..,o:th ~r • ~ c 0 s · tv 
ship ccnforms to the gf:J"1eral fo 1'lUl a o.f a parabola (y~E..,_+x"'..) . 
Therefor'= "he V ·~ oc t y ft> o'lt i -hin suc~1 a t uJe i s shupvd like 
a rabola 'it~ the t~eam movin0 nos t rapi d at t e cent r ru d 
n t at all a tho c r y od:.;c s \-'1 rf' y~r and r 2.+ ~-:.-= () the f'o r ,yy-0 . 
Tho ~h this form la is relativ. ly oxact only et slow ratog 
of f . O\- it serv n t o llu8tra.te t' .e fact that th wa 1'"' o such 
a ves:?el are c a ted '!.:. th anc. s .oothed out uy a l a;r-er o.f sta-
t ."omry \-Iater (IL~, 5) . Laminar flow· 1.rill dovedo e next t o a 
s0lid Hall at lo vc lo ci. ti s but t ighcr velo i ties ~- t 1a a l so 
occur at di~t&nce from th w 1 b ca s of this smoothi g effect. 
Tt e int rf[ce betw en t e stationarJ l aye r ad the Ja ·ers ofl 
l amin r fl ow jE cal led t he bou ds.ry layer. T' e bc unda y Jayer 
tends to move more centrally as one proceeds downstream ( 6 ). 
fig.9 
This is significant because it is along the boundary line that 
concer•sion from lam1nal" to turbul nt flow first occurs (6). 
Mhe volume flow (Q-) under the i ~u • some conditions g ven for Vy 
daoends on the mea.r: velocity of flow (v) and the cross sec t ional 
area (A) of the tube. This is !'Je r aly the ste.t mort of poiseuille 's 
Law. V= I/2(P2- PI) (r z. ) (I/41) (I/n) 
. -Q r; VA 
Th refere, Q=- I/2(P2 .. PI) (1T) (~ 4 ) (I/41) (I/n) 
Because ths volume flow dep ndo on t e fonrth e.t-J"er of the radius 
it c.s.n readily be s tcnosis m ght have n pro-
fotmd effect (I4). This fact is impor ant in murMur theories 
involving t11e Bernouill:: prlnciple to he con"-'itiered la.tep,. 
Laminar flow is incapable of pr•oducing sound because there 
is no -oscillation oft its particles. 
Unsteady fluid motion is usually cons idered to be e ither 
turbulant or transient in character. Turbulent fl ow is a con-
dition where at any instant the smal l particles of fluid have 
velocities which vary randoml¥ and rapi dly in direction and 
magnitude (6). Because of the randomness there is no overall 
vibratoJ•y movements and therefore the capacity to generate 
sound is in the ideal case, . uite poor (I). There is an xception 
to this at high velocities of flow. The proportion of acoustical 
emergy generated at the expense of flow anergy is directly pro-
portional to t he fifth power of the mach numbe r whihh is t he 
...._ 
rat:to of the mean velocity of flow (V} to the velocity of the so:und 
w~ves in the involved medium (v). 
'I 
- s ACOUSTIC ENERCT Y /FLOW ENERGY :;r z ( V / v) 
z·= constant 
T~e value v ta·es i~to account the infl uence o: t ~ elastic 
ivs. ll on ·h volocity of solmd J"t' i:1 t ' 1- lo_d VHE~ . els (3 ) • 
'Inis velocity dccreJ..:Lc in th iJl od v , -,s e _s an t.1et•efor aug -
ments the production of ucou'"'tic.:.l SlJ !'6'J • 1~ Vvrt:.!.eless it 
s ms la-dly likely tnat turbl1 nc c aul pro ~ce au ihle so ds 
in th cardiova.scul..r sy tern t t1H~ lo'" Jnach umbers fo ·nd t'1ere. 
vsry i I'eJular .nd unpredic t;~bl • Yet ·roule(lce doe..., cccu.r 
v.rh n con:ii ticns are constant . ?or ex.sn le, when a c olun:n of 
t r bul ent flui • ove 3 t:l:uou~h A tu o at a eons' ant speed aci1 
particle of .£:1u1d posess~~ an additional velocit;y e ctor in 
the directi n of o· rall fl ow (S) . 
sbo1-u· .... Reynol ds 'cri. ed the fol l oT:Jing re 1 E:t : ons p vThich 
describe the conversion of l ami nar flow l o turbulenc at the 
boundary l ayer . This formula in its original fo1:>m~* is m r fuy 
3tat nont of he balance betwee. the visc011b 1.md the inertial 
fore s ·rl hi u :r1 1ring column of f l uid. 
Re ~ INE,BTIAL FORCES/VISCOUS FORCES =- rV//-1 
I 
Hr,:t'c r th.. •c.dius of th tube , fA the kineiJ'Iatic :1c sit::;r 
(a ~olu -/ \:::r.zi t· ) &.'tJ d V is t ~1e a :rE.rnge G cit- of 
fl l~ . Fo, t 1e co stm. t of p ... · up rt::ona:iL , is cal e th~ l e:rr.alds 
[ -l:-Re : INERTIAL FORCES/VISCOUS FORCES = ~V r; r -:: ,oV~ ,. Vr J 
· ) n r z. n ,_. h ::: viscosity (absolute and(.)= density 
ntunber for a.ny 
1
p::Arti c 1· r set of cord t"' on s. 'l"'.ae Re ill terms of 
vol , (' f ou: 
• Re -=: Q/-rr r ,._. FORMULA I 
f llm-J from th fact tl at; 
• - z. ll,.;:: VTT r FOffi.ffiLA 2 
It is found t hat at Rc IOOO the flow becomes turbulent because the 
(17 
vi .c us _ rce~ re ~ ce_ ~d by t~e ir_rtt~l fore s . rynder the~ 
d .r'C'.''lil,_ ts. cee · ·;-,e lig .. te<1 t l..'.: .. ~ts9.dtn ~8 _, f1nw . a sucb a 
~ out. ns ~ a1 
its u-st a .i _sis impa tt~ to t 1e ot~er particl s of t~e flu i 
and pr . ·e ted f orth urtil it inv~ v_s t.- ~hcl5 fl~ (I, 3, 3, 
12 , 2 ' 8 . 2~) . 
vr. ll d,::: velop~0 (r:: ot et an orifice ) .nd s~eady in e strai~r.t , 
smooth 2nd ri~i d walled , cyl i .drical ube . uc~ cor.d1. t ns ar13 
srel~r 1 e rer f und at .ne pl aco O"' tim in th c di vascu~ar 
system. Thus Re h.as li tle ouantttat1ve value here von thou~h it 
may bP . ossible to achi ve a value of 1000 or g _ at r in the 
ca:r·d:i vase nl ar s~rsterr ( T, 2T , anti 22) . :r "~"Terth 1 s , it d es 
serve Bt' a u eful aua itati~Je cat lo_.._,u i n ";vht h ' to cla. s_fy 
... 
and xpl a!n snn of the clinical cond tiona knom to be a s oci5ted 
with m ~r . ur r:-roduction, artic11larly the h m c t"'urmurs . F 
exa ;~1 o, . e 1.ncreas i n ~rolu.me flo ·t i-Th ich occu s in fe7Pr , ex-
l, se, en r d u occtrin; in ~ 4 l~te c v c anc_ s like aorti c 
ana P~r srr~g (for1'17"@l e. ) , a decre£>.~ed r~::.d us et stenotic aree.s 
(f0rmu a 2 ) ana decroas .d vise si~y in anewi also increase the 
R"" ( T~ -1 2 a"' · "7) "' -...,' ll, . , ~J c • 
.Anot!'lt~r poss · b l source of sounC. gener tion fr om unsteady 
flo is in trans ent producti n. Transient flm-1 occurs -vrhen 
the ~art cle~ 0f a.ter cha.n6 elocity in a re · l&P way during 
i d f ti { •p e ~er o 0 me unl~or ac c ~ leration or d celeration) but 
if ob~erved for only a v~ry short p~r1od appears st eady (6 ) . 
'I're cerdiovescular s ste!l" po sf'<? Fse s ot_l o ead, a.n' tra. sient 
or puls jle flo~1. The former occurs in the smaller blcodv~ssels 
While t he latter is the pre dorrinating form tn the lar~e vessels . 
Between t h(ll two there is a steady prog r e ssion of rela.ti ve p.rep-
onderance of one form over t he other . 'rhe arterial b l oocl fl0w 
in the reg ion of the gre at vessel s is a ser:i.es of regularly 
repeating transients a.pprox1matin~ true oscillatory flow ( IO,I9) . 
The oecillatiot1 frequency (pulse ate) al tare the parabolic 
velocity profile fonnd 1_n steady f ow b cause of the la) 
(hysteresis ) Hhich develo:.>es betwsen the ~reasure gradient 
oscillation and t!1e respons~~ of the fluid . The pressure gradient 
rnust first overcome the inertia of the fluid colu."l'l • 11herefore 
en add:itl0na1 resistance factor is added to the system . The 
resista:nce factor· :1s fr8quency depend6nt (2 , I9 , 2I) .. This 
situation ls analogous to that found in alternating elactric .... l 
currtmts . The chief po i nts to be raised here are that oscillating 
pr~ssuro ~cas alter th fluid m5 hanics greatly aDd that any 
ef:fecti V'a theo r y fot' mur mur production must take this into ac -
count. Ba1e (IO) has dertved what he calls the "affective Reynolds 
numb !"11 ~-r:r...teh explains the tranai t ion of trans:i.ent or oscillating 
flow· to turbulent flm..r. Nevertheless, :tt rl3mains that turbule-:Jce 
lor 8 :no .atter how it is e~mere.te d, is a poor genera t or of 
soun • On the o her he.nd i- ay w 11 be vossibla for coexia:tant 
proce, ses to pr oduce sound. F01.. xa.mr,1e 1 wh .11. tlie condi. tons cf 
t~iL .. at.ie viscoa1.ty and volume flow w·~ . thin a fluid have reac .ed 
thecr:t tical t!alue ar:d turl:'lu1 ence is [fenet'at~Jd there is a sharp 
incr6ase in thl'l resiste.nce to flo • ~:hiG in turn may de<.;reo.se 
the flow suff1.eiently to again re stor Ja.minar 6r transi · nt 
f'lC\-J co:ncli t1.ons . This c ,rCle may repeat its lf producin~ a rapidly 
pulstJ.t5 . .a!'J condition suporirr,pos d unon the origine.l flow patterm. 
Another example ltes in tha very plausablc th~Jory of flutter 
ce 
forlT\ation 1-rh c':l l to l)~ ot•s1 e e 'Y'J~xt i . cnfl ~1 Tlct"ion vd t- _1 
the Be rnoull i rinci l e. 
'fh Be rnoui 1 1 rir.cipl st te t hat lrr'te'l"~ the vel0cl ty 
in a f l uid or ~a s incr as~s t . e Dress re decr~a~~s a.d v~ e v~~sa. 
1fuis ts a dire t conseauenc of th.:J l 'toJ c nserv -tior1 o-r Yl rr:,:r 
ac aonli ~d t'"' fluids . T{ie law states in . uch a S~'"S ten.l the t~t l 
am u t f ner:;y . a II!Oual to th sum of tt->e '10t n l 1 ( . -s 8Yld 
the ln tic ( E) nsr'?:Y of e c'b. rt el in t;h ' & v-st .m 'J .us t.Lat 
energy ont .... s friction. State 1n t rms of lu mec1-jsnl~ b.e 
static oresf!ure h 1/ .r:al1 e s S'Jre ;sr11dt e t acr t:~ 
system equals the late~al pressu fl head plus a c r Bi amount 
of latera pressure ex res sed as f.lovJ, tbe veloc ty ad, and as 
friction , thfl frjctlona.l head . The t:ric . on 1 ~('1. d is ust:al"!.y 
relatively Bma.ll for am-tnnr fl r over shnrt dL t;A.nces c:1n there-
fore may wi_ thin re ·son be d sr garde • ccordi n~?. to the at·.r 
the tota_ ne g y content t constan • Ther()fo ·... ar> y chan P , jn 
PE mu t l'> fol ow d by correspond nq but npo . te hanges in the 
KE. 
PE + 'i' -t FRTCT (!}TAL L s, :: 1'POT. T 1~~;p.-q y 0:: c 
IN THE SYST. ~ 
STATJC HF.AD .::: I. TFRAL RES~ .rJ. F' Tft<:An -t ~ t<.!_.OCJL'Y FPfi 
F'urtheri. r , nc 
PE :: PRE. SUR"~<~ GRADJF T ( P) ~ VOLHHF ( ) 
KE = /2 OLUME ~ D 1~. I TY (p) x. ''ELC CITY ( v) 
and V is common to both tho 
The result is that any increase or decrease in the velocity of 
flow is ollowed by a corresponding yet opposite change in the 
pressure. (6, 23, 24, md 29) 
Flow through an orifice or constriction of some sort produces 
pressure drops within it because the area through which the 
fluid must pass is dimiiished . Thus the velocity must increase 
if the flow rate is to remain constant . There is a rapid con-
version of PE or lateral pressure to KE with a resultant drop 
in lateral pressure (9) . 
FLOW = AREA )( VELOCITY 
Turbulence may result at orifices due to this increased velocity 
while cavi t ation and flutter, which will be discussed next, may 
result from the pressure drops secondary to this increased vel-
ocity. Orific flow may also be responsible for cavitation sec-
ondary to vortex formation, to be considered later in this paper. 
The flutter phenomenon requires fluid flowing at a critical 
velocity through a soft tube with or without a narrowing point 
(which lowers the critical velocity required~. The degree of 
patency of an elastic tube like the aorta depends on the balance 
between the lateral pressure within it versus the tension i n the 
wall plus the outside pressure of the surrounding structures. 
Any narrowing in such a vessel produces an increase in the velocity 
and a corresponding pressure drop . If the narrowing is sufficient 
or the velocity per se increases eno h the lateral pressure mny 
be exceeded by the opposing forces resulting in increasing 
stenosis. This further decreased area produces a further incr6ase 
in flow velocity and additional pressure drop with more con-
striction. A viscious cycle is set up which terminates with com plete 
c~osure of the vessel. Here the . flow stops and the original 
lateral pressure is restored wherein balance is agein achieved 
and the vessel opens to start t he cycle anew. The recurrent 
(2 
closure produces a sequence of transients and bursts of low freq-
uency musical sounds of poor quality. The repetition rate is a 
function of the stiffness of the wall on the one hand an the 
velocity of flow on the other. The latter would tend to occur 
more raadily dur1 g contraction or the heart chamber directly 
preceeding the constriction or during exercise when the pressure 
gradient across the constriction is greatest. The velocity also 
depen~s, as has beem s tated, on the area of the constriction 
and to some degree the streamlining of the structures making 
up the constriction (fig. IO) beca tse the better the stream-
. lining the wider the apparent orifice th the fluid flow (9). 
APPARENT DIAMETER 
fig. IO 
It is interesting to note that raising the outlet pressure 
in this system will increase the flow threugh the constriction 
because ef the additional lateral pressure component at the 
outlet, tending to resist and delay closure. This is paradoxical 
since the pressure gradient is reduced which would tend to 
decrease flow but this factor is exceeded within certain 
limits by the above effect. Experiments with systems of this 
nature have produced sounds with frequencies maxim~ l about 250 
cycles per second and overtones up to 750. It has been suggested 
that hhis principle may function in Korotkoff sound production, 
A-V fistulae, patent ductus arteriosis , retroverted aortic cusp 
and aortic stenosis. The frequently progressive scarring secondary 
to the persistent banging and pulling of the cusps together by the 
drop in pressure . (6, 2! , 24, 25, and 26). 
(2I) 
RETROVBRTED AORTIC CUSP AORTIC STENOSIS 
PATENT IXTC'IUS ETC . fig . II 
The cavitation phenomenon whereby bubbles of vaper or gas 
are formed within a fluid when the hydrostatic pressure is ex-
ceeded b~ the Tapor pressure of the fluid or partial pressure 
of its entrained gases may a :so be a consequence of the Ber.moulli 
principle at areas of vessel constriction or increased velocity. 
If the walls are flexible both cavitation and wall collapse 
may occur simulaameously. The restoration of hydrostatic pressuee 
beyGnd the orifice results in collapse of the cavity with the 
production of sound viQrations . Water vapor produces a wide 
frequency band including the low frequency ranges while the 
entrained gases N~ 0~ and COz tend to produce higher frequencies. 
Bubbles in the fluid with diameters in the vicinity of Imm tend 
to produce sound waves maximal in the vacinity of 3300 cps with 
the frequency falling as the r t dius of the bubbl es increase. 
Furthermore a drop in hydrestatic pressure also tends to produce 
larger bub~les ~nd lower frequencies . This relationship is 
expressed mathematically as fo~lows. 
I US oF x RATIO OF THE SPECIFIC/ DENSITY YDROSTATIC FREQTTENCY = 3 2:ll: :~k.E HEATS OF THE ENTRAINED OF PRESSURE IN 
GASES LIQUID TEE FLUID 
f =: 3/2-lr x.kP /rr> 
f = 330/r (in blood) 
fig . I2 
Cavitation is a local phenomenon and does not depend on the mean 
flow. Therefore it may occur in the center of vortices, at the 
stream axis or in the vicinity of obtuse obstructions where the 
velocity tends to be highest. This phenomenon may play a role in 
sound production in areas of constriction such as stenoses or 
coarctation of the aorta but there are some factors against the 
possi bility of this theory's playing a maJor role in cardio-
vaseular murmur production. First, it is liliely that high 
enough velocities are not produced and collapse of elastic walls 
may compensate to a certain deg~ee . Secondly, cavitation has a 
corrosive effect on vessel walls but this may be compensated for 
by the softness of these walls. On the other hand, this corrosive 
effect may he l p to explain the lesions ofi j t inpact . Lastly, 
the hammering of red cells by the abrupt pressure changes might 
well lead to excessive destruction of these cells (I, 2I and30) . 
Another theory of murmur production is the jet stream prin-
ciple . Though little medical work se ms to have been done on 
investigating the physics behind this situation it has been qual-
'itatively described . Fluid may move at a tremendous rate from 
a reg ion of high pressure into a region of low pressure forming 
a jet of fluid . This interacts with both the relatively stationary 
fluid in the low pressure area and any wall l ying beyond to 
produce sound waves . To what degree turbulence , vortex formation 
• 
the direct driving of the wall and the like are responsible for 
the sound remains to be more carefully studied . This interaction 
with the stationary fluid may be a prominent facton in aortic 
a 
aneurysms , regurgitation at any valve or at dilated pulmonary 
artery . J et impact with the walls of the containing vessels 
may be important in patent ductus arteriosis , peripheral A-V 
fistulae , coarctation of the aorta , ventricul ar septal defects , 
mitral regurg itation , aortic stenosis and pulmonic stenosis . 
The trauma that results from such inpact and perhaps the effect 
of cavitation should it oQcur here are responsible for the 
frequent production of lesions at the site of collision . These 
lesions are made up of nonvascula.r collagenous connective tissue 
on the intima or endocardium . When the jet impinges obliquely 
( 2. 
cusp like lesions are formed, for example the pockets of Zann (4). 
fig , I3 
The last mechanism to be discussed here is th~ prominent 
theory of vortex or eddy formation. A vortex is a circular motion 
of fluid analagous to the whirlpool or smoke ring. Vortices are 
generated in fluid when it flows around obstructions of certain 
shapes. The shape, the degree of streamlining, is all important 
at suitabl flow rates. Perfect streamlining here does not per-
mit the destruction of laminar flow and no sound is preduced 
(5). Very irregular obstructions on the other hand, tend to 
produce highly turbulent streams and are also relatively silent 
for the reasons descrinaa prsviously. As each of these extremes 
approach either the pure cylindricalrod or donut shape of 
obstruction the laminar flow on the one hand a~d the turbulent 
flow on the other commence to take on the character of vortex 
formation. These pure shapes tend to produce relatively pure 
tones while those showing varying degrees of irregularity add 
varying proportions of noise. streamLining not only diminishes 
th t ndency to vortex formation but it moves the site of 
sheding further dowbstream. 
LAMINAR FLOW NO SOUND 
(24 
~sss s 1 turbulence -t- vortices tono i- noi• 
~ VORTEX PRODUC TION 
A' 
turbulence -t vortices 
'IURBULENCE 
PURE TONE 
l tone t nois 
APPROACHES 
SILENCE 
fig. I~ 
The cylindrical rod condiguration is similar in principle to the 
Aeolian harp while the do n~t is analogous to the smo~e ring box. 
An interesti~g feature of this mechamism is that the obstruction , 
though it may vibrate and aid to the sound production , does not 
have to move as the fluid pa sses . Beyond a cylinder a von Karman 
vortux street or trail is fprmed . This consists of a ~rail made 
up of two parallel rows of vortices alternately shed f r om each 
slde of the cylinder, Each paifJ' of vortices produces a lift 
fluctuat 1on perpendicular to the direction of overall flow 
while each vortex itself produces a drag fluctuation para llel to 
amd opposite in direction f rom the flow. 1:!:. ile the frequency of 
the lift fluctuation is only half that of the drag , its graater 
magnitud~ enables it to predominate and therefore to determin 
the fundamental tone frequency of t his system . Turbulence formation 
+ DRAG 
LIFT fig. I5 
secondar y to increasing the veloci ty of flow (vs increasing the 
irregul arity of the obstruction) will modify but not el iminate 
this activity even up to Re of 200 , 000 . Tt merely diminishes 
the vortex formation , adas mixtures of sounds of a wider frequen cy 
range and shortens the tai.l length. This last distortion is not 
extremely important because the radiation begins to escap~ quite 
early anyway . Other frequency components particularly the high r 
ones may be added by cavitation occuring at t he regions of low 
~ pressure within the rapily spinning vortices . This is also a 
result of the Bernoulli Prmnoipl • 
Orifices probably produce a similar picture . The smoke ring 
forrnation is an example of this . Here the frequency has been 
shown to be primarily related to the diameter of the orifice and 
the velocity of flow in the case of large openings while in small 
( 
orifices it is related not only to the velocity of flow but 
more on the thickness of the obstructins rim. 
f = .6v/d (small ori'fices) 
d = diameter 
f :: .I7v/t (large orifices) 
t ~thickness 
Small orifices produce sound of high fre~uencies and as the 
orifice widens the fre quency falls until a critical level 1s 
reached . This level is thought to be where the diameter of the 
orifice equals the thickness of the sholder . Thereafter the 
frequency begins to rise again . 
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fig. I6 
HIGH OUTPUT STATES 
_) 
f function of d f function of t 
!urbulence and streamlining prob ly play a si~ lar role at orifices 
and at cylindrical pbstructions . 
There are many features of this theory that correlate with 
the clinical ·findings . First, vot•tices tend to coalesce downstream 
producin~ alterations in the sound character depending on where 
one listens . Such phenomenon are found in aortic stenosis, mitral 
stenosis and mitral insufficiency . Tr1is coalescence has less tend-
ancy to occur with small onstructionsJ as in t1e high output 
states . Second,this theory requires only a small defe t to pro-
duce detectable sound, like slight aortic stenosis or high out-
put states. hirdly, the amplitude varies greatly for relatively 
slight changes in the velocity of flow, thus explaining the 
variations in loudness seen clinically, Next , the lift factor 
may well account for s uch phenomenon as p8st stenotic dilitation . 
Lastly , this theory has been appl i d not only to steady flow 
but ~o constrictions in dog aortas in vivo with the production 
of qualitatively similar phenomenon to thaL seen clinically 
and predicted by the theory. Vortices t hus may well play a rol. e 
in murmur prod uction with or without varying degrees of cavit-
ation , ~urbulence and flutter at orifices. It may also be 
important in aberr ant chordae tendinae produced murmurs (I, 2I). 
CHARACTERIZATION OF TH~, TRAKS ISSION 
) 
The location, intensity, frequency and temporal character-
istics of murmurs heard clinically over the s urface of the body 
depends , not only , on the location and type of generator within 
that region of the body but also or. the nature of the intervening 
tissues that conduct these sounds. These structures are able to 
modify the emissions in manw ways . 
Acoustic energy is transmitted through the tiss ue s in thPee 
ways: by shear waves which predominate at low frequencies, 
compression ~ v s which predominate at high frequencies;and over 
the surface of the body as surface waves (a comb i nation of the 
two). The body tissues are capable of such conduction because 
of their elasticity, compressibility and viscosity .. Sound waves 
passing through these materials and across their interfaces are 
distorted by absorption and dampening , refmectionJ refraction 
and diffraction . The vibratory nergy that does not reach the 
(27) 
surface is ultimately cot vcrted to hent . Solids like the bones 
are better transmitters than liquids whi e gase s (lungs) are t he 
poorest . Resonance with the chest wall also plays a role in se-
lection of certain waves . The fact t hat the blood vessels are 
bounded by elastic walls slO\..rE th9 , transmission of sound along 
the column of fluid they contain . <So d waves also decrease in 
intensity (I) as one moves farther away from their source be-
cause the total energy in the wave front remains constant ( dis-
regarding , for the moment , frictional and i nertial l osses as 
heat) mile t ne area of the fvont increases with the square of 
the distance from the source. Therefore t he some amount of 
energy must be sp~~ad out over 4, 9, I6, 25 •••••• ~ times as 
much area and the intensity is said t o decrease inversely with 
the , square of the distance from the source ' Inverse Square Law) . 
Two net results of these principl es , as applied to murmur~ 
arising in the chest , are that epicardial sounds are five times 
to twenty times as intense and possess more l0\-1 frequenc y 
components than their precordial analogues (I3 , !8 , 2I and 28) . 
CLOSI Y! CO!v!MENTS 
n 
Phonocardiologists ha e invented and are currently re -
fining an inatrument which may well enabl e them to study the 
complex interaction between flowing blood and the detailed 
structure that i;h:c'5" contain it . This instrument , the spectre-
phonocardiograph is presently most valuable in extending the 
range of and increasing the r6solution ~d sensitivity of th 
human ar . It ther fore enforces honesty on the part of the clinician 
and provides an accurate record for future comparison . Educational 
value may also be derived from such visual objective r cords not 
only in teaching but in the realm of research . At t~e present 
time , though, this ihstrument h b 
as een use to correlate the 
(, 
relat:vely gross sound chnn~es to gross afhologic and functional 
chanees . Thus the goals envisioned by this paper are resently 
in their inf n: cy and clinical focus on the microscopic ature 
of cardiovascular sound generation lies in the future. 
Approchibg the problem from the opposite point of view, 
that is by constructing experi~ental models and recording th 
character of the sound ~enerated, has stimulated the imagin-
ations of many mrkers in the field. But here again the designs 
and results are correlated in a or ss and qualitative manner 
to the clinical picture. There is much tae~ry wher eventually 
it is hoped there will be some "law". 'Ihe PJl work is progressing 
slowly on many b~sic aspects of the problem . The principles 
under . ing the ature of blood flovr and th character of the various 
cardiovascular tructures and transmitting tissu~s will certainly 
aid in th discovery of the physical mechanisms responsible for 
the generation of cardiovascular murmurs. 
SUM!1ARY 
The ultimate object of cardiovascular sound study is to 
develope a means to unserstand th function and anatomic der-
angem nts responsible. Such understanding may help us deal more 
effectively with cardiovascular disease. 
The problem is a highly complex one on many levels; the 
pathological lesions themselves , the interf renee from surrounding 
structuras through distortion and adventitious sounds, the 
normal individual variations and the sensitivity and selectivity 
- of the instrumentation to name a few. 
Sound is defined as a disturbance generated in and trans-
mitted through an las tic viscous compressible J!dium. This 
(2 
paper approaches the physics behind murmurs by considering eae 
of the three basic components, realizing of course that there is 
considerable overlap. 
n 
First, the disturbance is found to consist of longitudial 
waves which function to transport energy. They are made up of three 
parameters ; anplitude, frequency and time factors all of which 
can be isolated and recorded by the spectropho~ocardiograph. 
The fact that the whole wealth of sound consists of a super-
position of two or more of these waves poses no barrier to such 
analysis. Noise is generated when these parameters undergo a 
high degree of randomiaation while pure tones originate from 
orderliness. Cardiovascular murmurs have no exceptions to these 
rules. 
Second, the generator determines the initial character 
of these par·ameters. The vibrating rod can be taken as a simple 
example of a sound generator as opposed to the mechanisms in 
the cardiovascular system. In the latter the blood flow inter-
acts with the bounding structures to produce sound either 
originating within the fluid or in the surrounding walls. 
A successful theory for cardiovascular murmur generation must 
produce the clinical sound spectrum yet correlate functionally 
and anatomically with the cardiovascular system. There are 
several prominent t heories of murmur generation. Turbulence, 
a relatively poor producer of sound, can be considered in 
relation to the Reynolds mumber which though quantitatively in-
adequate in vivo is a useful catalogue for hemic murmurs. 
Transients either secondary to increasing resistance when the 
flow reaches critical value or to the Bernoulli principle and 
the flutter phenomenon is a prominent theory. The other theories 
(3 
presented are those of cavitation, jet stream 'ormation and imp-
ingement on the bounding walls or relatively s t ationary fluid 
fronts, and vortex formation. 
Thirdly, the transmitting medium influences both the location 
and the nature of the sound parameters heard at these areas by 
several processes. These processes are intimately related to the 
physical and in some cases the functional character of this medium. 
The Inverse Square Law is an additional factor in distortion of 
the original waves. Epicardial recordings are found to differ 
from t he precordial r eco: rdings with respec t to intensity and 
requency content. 
Though the spectrophonocardiographic study of c~rdiovascular 
sound has realized many useful applications it is at present a 
relatively gross and qualitative technique in comparison to its 
future potentialities. 
(~ 
... 
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